
Linen Fabric Double Deluxe Bed Frame Grey

RRP: $904.95

Palermo Linen Fabric Double Bed Frame and Button Tufted Headboard—Palermo Linen Fabric Double Bed Frame and Button Tufted Headboard—

GreyGrey

Your master bedroom deserves the best. Add instant elegance and luxury

to your existing decor with the Linen Fabric Double Bed Frame and Button

Tufted Headboard. Courtesy of Palermo, a leader in furniture for the

modern home, this bed frame and headboard has the combination of

style, durability, and affordability you've been looking for.

An exceptionally sturdy all-wood frame and support slats provide a rock-

solid foundation for your mattress that will surely lead to many restful

nights. The Linen Fabric covering is similarly durable, not to mention easy

to clean. The frame is designed to accommodate standard Double-sized

mattresses with dimensions of 137 x 187 cm (mattress and linens not

included). The headboard is 98 cm tall (6cm leg & 92cm headboard) from

top to bottom, and the overall dimensions of the bed frame are 190 cm x

147 cm.

Both headboard and footboard feature clean, modern lines along with an

attractive button tufted design. And the all-Grey colour is perfect for fresh,

airy decors.

Sleep comfort and sleep style await. Take advantage of our rapid order

processing and everyday low prices, and purchase your own Palermo

Linen Fabric Double Bed Frame and Button Tufted Headboard today.

Features of the Palermo Linen Fabric Double Bed Frame and Button

Tufted Headboard — Grey:

Bed frame and headboard for Double mattress
Sturdy all-wood frame, headboard, and slats
Colour: Grey
Durable Linen Fabric covering with button tufted design
Can accommodate mattresses of 137 x 187 cm
Mattress and linens are NOT included
Assembly required; instructions included

Specifications:

Dimensions of frame: 190 x 147 cm
Height of headboard: 98 cm tall (6cm leg & 92cm headboard)
Height of bed frame: 24.5 cm
Width of footboard: 7 cm
Width of headboard: 10.5 cm
Width of bed frame: 3 cm

Attributes:Attributes:

Size: Double
Colour: Grey Linen Fabric
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